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GET MORE THAN 90 GAME PROVIDERS &

6000+ CASINO GAMES

ITS

WE WORK WITH THE BEST GAME PROVIDERS

ABOUT GAMEHUB
BlueOcean Gaming’s GameHub is a true
next-generation augmented solution, it is

THERE IS MUCH MORE THAN JUST GAMES

the quick and easy way to take your existing
online casino business to the next level. It
offers an all-in-one casino games API
solution featuring an extensive choice of

OCEAN FRUITS
FREE ROUNDS AVAILABLE
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leading game providers and convenient
time-saving tools.

To play free rounds click play.

SPIN

FREEROUND API

GAME HISTORY API

AUTOMATED GAME CATALOGUE

UNIFIED JACKPOT FEED

VIDEO SLOTS
Video slots are based on an RNG principle and players can choose between the
standard 3 or 5-reel layouts to the more unconventional cascading reels, same
goes for the paylines, from a few paylines to 243 ways to win and the emerging
MegawaysTM mechanics slots.

CASINO GAMES

TABLE GAMES
Variety of games played with cards, dice, or both. Some of the most popular
types are Baccarat, Blackjack, Roulette, a variety of Poker games such as Texas

Casino content is one of the major elements

Hold'em and Caribbean Poker, Craps, Sic Bo, Keno, and more.

of online casinos and slot games are surely
the most popular type of casino software.
There is a huge choice of game types on the
market from more traditional types with
3-reel of 5-reel setup to more modern types
with multiple winning ways and advanced
mechanics.

JACKPOT GAMES
Standing out from the crowd of jackpot games are deﬁnitely the network
progressive jackpots followed by other types include local progressive and
standalone jackpot games.

VIDEO BINGO
Online video bingo is based on the actual classic Bingo games, with lots of
variations in rules, bet conﬁgurations, themes, and the pay-out amounts.

SPECIAL GAMES
A mix of classic game types and modern ones such as bet increasing multiplier
games built on provably fair gaming concept, ﬁshing games, and more.

AVAILABLE CASINO
GAME PROVIDERS

ROULETTE
There are plenty of different classical roulette types to choose from such as
American, French, European Roulette, and more special variations as well such
as Speed Roulette, Lightning Roulette, Immersive roulette, Double Ball Roulette,
and many more.

BACCARAT

LIVE CASINO GAMES
With glamorous dealers and authentic
sets,live casino software delivers the thrill
and the excitement of real-world land-based
casinos in an online format. Live games like
blackjack, roulette, baccarat, and poker from
the world’s slickest providers will ensure
your casino can go head-to-head with any
operator.

Live Casino Baccarat offers authentic gameplay and is apart from the classic
Baccarat with standard rules available in many different types such as Speed
Baccarat, Lightning Baccarat, No Commission Baccarat, and more.

BLACKJACK
From classic Blackjack to fast Speed Blackjack, Platinum, and Gold Blackjack
variations, there are endless options where players can engage in a Live
Blackjack game.

POKER
Casino Hold'em, Ultimate Texas Hold'em, 3Card Poker, Caribbean Stud, and Side
Bet City are just some of the options, and special Side Bets and Bonus Bets are
just only some of the additional features available.

GAME SHOWS
With an innovative mix of the traditional table, wheel, lottery, social games, and
TV Shows the Game Shows are an emerging category of Live Casino Games.

AVAILABLE LIVE
CASINO GAME
PROVIDERS

FOOTBALL
State-of-the-art motion capture technology brings virtual players to life with
authentic play and an immersive stadium atmosphere.

HORSE RACING
Watch as lifelike virtual thoroughbreds thunder down the race course, and you’ll
understand why horse racing is one of the most popular virtual sports games!

VIRTUAL SPORTS
Virtual sports are exploding in popularity
and are a great way to ensure your
customers always have something exciting
to bet on at any time of day or night, every

MOTORSPORTS
Give petrol heads their ﬁx with an exciting range of car and motorcycle racing,
from highspeed F1-style circuits to pro stockers, and for the fans of two-wheel
action, Instant Speedway.

TENNIS

single day of the year. With

Experience heart-racing on-court virtual action with realistic instant tennis.

BlueOceanGaming’s virtual sports API,

Give your customers the ability to bet on exciting tennis events any time of the

integration is extremely quick and easy.

night and day.

GREYHOUND RACING
Coverage of real greyhound races can be frustratingly patchy, so ﬁll the voids
with incredible virtual greyhound racing.

CYCLING
Virtual indoor cycling provides plenty of nail-biting action, with intense battles
on fast tracks.

AVAILABLE VIRTUAL
GAME PROVIDERS

AVAILABLE SPORTSBOOK PROVIDERS

SPORTSBOOK
The sportsbook solution we offer, provides
you with a completely customizable, fully

SPORTSBOOK FEATURES
› 24/7 around-the-clock events

managed sports betting product, based on

› Choice of more than 65 different sports

leading sportsbook providers platforms,

› More than 40,000 live matches each month

offering live and pre-match betting on

› 7,500+ international leagues

thousands of events from all over the world
every day, coupled with the convenience of
easy and fast sportsbook integration.

› Cash out functionality
› Risk management tools
› Efficient back office
› Option of bonuses with wagering requirements
› Multiple languages and currencies availability
› True omnichannel availability

blueoceangaming.com

For more details, offers and pricing fell free to CONTACT US

sales@blueoceangaming.com

